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Dear friend of Hunter’s Bar Infant School,

We are writing to let you know about an exciting new project. We are working  with plant and air 
quality experts from the University of Sheffield on a project to green our school playground and 
protect our children from many of the harmful gases produced by exhaust fumes.

Because we are committed to finding a sustainable solution to the air quality challenge faced by 
inner-city schools, we are taking part in a study to monitor the air in our playground between March 
2019 and July 2020.  Plant scientists will advise on the best species of vegetation to build a green 
barrier around our school playground and the study will record the impact of this.

Thanks to the tireless efforts of the Home School Association, children, parents and staff have 
already raised an incredible £10,000. We will use this money to buy the plants and materials we need 
to #GoGoGreen..

We are contacting you in the hope that you can support us in our efforts by donating some of the 
services and materials we need to do the surveys, groundworks and  planting.  Your generosity will be 
front and centre of our PR initiatives and your kind support celebrated on the banners and in the 
content that we’ll proudly host.  But best of all, by helping us, you’ll be improving the air that children 
breathe for generations to come, and be part of an internationally significant project, providing  
essential data and solutions to support other schools to do the same.
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SUMMARY
Through ‘The Big Green Challenge’ we are mobilising in-kind support to ‘green’ the 
playground of Hunter’s Bar Infant School.  The aim is to plant a wall of vegetation that 
will reduce pollution and improve the health and wellbeing of children. 

Beyond the direct benefits planting will deliver to the local school community, this 
campaign aims to positively impact on children’s health and wellbeing on a much 
greater scale; because we understand that this is an important issue for all inner-city 
schools, and we’d like to support others facing this challenge.

By partnering with the University of Sheffield to measure air quality and trial planting 
configurations and species as part of their  ‘Breathe Project’,  the school will be 
collecting data and showcasing results that other schools in Sheffield and indeed 
globally, can use to introduce solutions that improve the air children breathe.



Background
What? 
Hunter’s Bar Infant (HBI) school community are working with the University of Sheffield on a project 
to ‘green’ the school playground with plants that will block and/or absorb harmful pollution; improving 
the air quality for better health and wellbeing of children, parents and staff. 

Why?
Air quality is something that affects a person’s health and wellbeing and it is particularly important for 
small children. Because of the school's location (close to a busy roundabout and main road) the 
playground (used by 270 children) is susceptible to pollution from motorised vehicle exhaust fumes. 
Whilst current readings of nitrogen dioxide levels at HBI school do not register higher than other  
schools in the local area,  HBI are committed to helping  raise awareness of the air quality challenges 
that inner-city schools face and have an ambition to  find workable solutions for all schools.

How?
Taking advice from leading experts in the field of plant science and air quality, HBI will purchase and 
plant  specialist seedlings that will work to reduce the amount of  harmful air pollutants in the 
playground and improve the wider school environment. By partnering with a PhD student, the school 
will help monitor the effectiveness of this approach, providing data to be included in an international 
research study into air quality initiatives within inner city schools; The Breathe Project.
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Air Pollution: The Challenge

HBI
 School

 Playground

HBI school sits between two busy 
roads and is in close proximity to 
a roundabout. Because of its 
location, the corner playground is 
exposed to standing and moving 
traffic fumes. 

Exhaust from vehicles is a  key 
contributor to the nitrogen 
dioxide levels in the air. Nitrogen 
dioxide is a toxic gas with the 
chemical formula NO2. It is 
known to be harmful to the 
health of children.
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The Breathe Project

An introduction by PhDc. María del Carmen Redondo Bermúdez , University of Sheffield

Community led air quality monitoring has shown that the Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) levels of HBI 
School playground exceeded or were close to exceeding the European limit value during some months 
of 2017 .  Currently,  there is no information related to the particulate matter (PM2.5) levels of the 
ambient air of the playground. The Breathe Project will deliver further exploration of the playground’s 
air quality, including measures of  PM2.5 which is a harmful contaminant that can get deep into the 
lungs and bloodstream of those with high exposure and is particularly harmful for young people.

The general aims of the Breathe Project are:
● To explore the potential of sustainable green barriers on their ability to mitigate air pollution 

for school playgrounds located within close proximity to inner-city traffic.  
● To assess the impact of the green barriers to improve the physical health and psychological 

well-being of school pupils and teachers.  
● To communicate the science, outcomes and lessons learned. 
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The School Playground Vision

FROM THIS

TO THIS

Image source: University of Sheffield
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Catherine Carr 
Head Teacher 

Rowan Hall 
Parent Governor  

Jill Ellis
Teacher + School 
Eco School Lead

Graham Turnbull
Parent + air quality 

campaigner

Ogo Osammor
SCC Air Quality

 

James Winters
Home School Association 

Treasurer 

James Clarke
Parent + NHS Estates

#GoGoGreen Delivery Team 

Maria Val Martin
Environmental Engineering

Ross Cameron 
Plant Scientist 

Anna Jorgensen
Landscape Architecture 

Maria del Carmen Redondo 

Bermudez, PhD Student

Andy Gee
Parent + Architect



Delivery Partners



Delivery Plan
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Plan, Install and Test
September 2018 - March 2019
 - Sope project
- Monitor air quality
- Localised fundraising 

Launch, Prepare and Dig
April - Aug 2019

- Launch #GoGoGreen and the BREATHE Project collaboration
- Surveys, scoping and landscape design
- Dig down

 

Plant and monitor
September 2019 - November 2 019
- Community engagement
- Planting parties
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Phase 
One

Phase 
Two

Phase 
Three

Phase 
Four

Monitor and Evaluate
November  2019 - July 2020
- UoS data collection and analysis
-



HOW YOU CAN HELP

HBI are reaching out to businesses who can 
help to green the school playground, creating 
a healthier learning environment for children. 
You can help by committing tools, resource or 
funds to survey, prepare the grounds and 
plant.
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We will be working with local and national media platforms: 

● To raise awareness of #GoGoGreen sponsors and supporters.
● To raise awareness and support for the Breathe Project amongst leading thinkers in this 

area.
● To promote research findings and working solutions that will  inform and inspire other 

schools.

Join the conversation

● Follow #GoGoGreen on Twitter, Facebook and Insta
● Sponsor an Ivy Screen
● Sponsor the planting
● Volunteer for planting parties
● Donate specialist services and materials
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● Help us give children the best start in life.
● A green playground means fresh air for children to breathe.  
● Green surroundings are proven to help with concentration levels.
● Plants improve happiness and wellbeing.
● Be part of real change for children in Sheffield and beyond.

Get in touch today and together we’ll create a greener tomorrow. 

enquiries@huntersbar-inf.sheffield.sch.uk

If this sounds like something 
you’d like to support, please get 
in touch.



December 2018

Produced by Rowan Hall, Parent Governor at Hunter’s Bar Infant School


